
COUNCIL FOR THE BUlL T ENVIRONMENT 

Co-Chairs: 
Dr. Karan L. Watson, Provost and Executive Vice President 
Dr. Jerry R. Strawser, Vice President for Finance and Administration 

September 24, 2015 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: President Michael K. Young 
President, Texas A&M University 

SUBJECT: CBE Recommendation: Scoates Hall Entrance Color Scheme 

The Council for the Built Environment (CBE) received a request to repaint the wrought iron entryway of 
Scoates Hall. The request and the Design Review sub-council's report are attached. 

It is the preference of the Design Review sub-council (DRsc) that the Scoates Hall entryway would be 
restored to its original appearance. Recognizing that a complete restoration would be cost prohibitive, the 
DRsc unanimously voted to recommend approval to paint the Scoates Hall entryway as requested, with 
the following caveats: 

• The two-tone color scheme is approved, with the understanding that all flat panels and 
background areas are painted blue-gray (Benjamin Moore 2128-40 Oxford Gray) and all 
projecting elements including trim and rosettes are painted parchment/tan. 

• This color scheme should also be applied to the doors and door frame. 

The CBE voted to recommend, with noted caveats, the President ' s approval of the request to repaint the 
wrought iron entryway of Scoates Hall. 

~ q-t.lh~ 
6rai1Lats~ Date 
Provost and Executive Vice President 
Co-Chair, Council for the Built Environment 

Concur or not concur with CBE's recommendation: 

President 

Jerry . trawser Date 
Vice President for Finance and Administration 
Co-Chair, Council for the Built Environment 

cc: Sub-Council Chairs, Council for the Built Environment 
William A. Dugas, Associate Vice Chancellor for Business & Strategic Management 

Jack K Wtlllams Admtntstratton Building SUite 100 
1248 TAMU 
College Statton TX 77843-1248 USA 

Tel. +1 979.845.4016 Fax. +1 979.845.6994 
http 1/cbe.tamu.edu/ 



 
 

 

 
 

201 Scoates Hall 
2117 TAMU 
College Station, TX  77843-2117 
 
Tel. 979.845.3931 Fax. 979.862.3442 
baen.tamu.edu 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES
DWIGHT LOOK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

August 31, 2015 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  Dr. Karan L. Watson 

Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
 

Dr. Jerry R. Strawser 
  Vice President of Finance and Administration 
  Co-Chair, Council for the Built Environment 
 
Through: William A. Dugas 
  Associate Vice Chancellor for Business & Strategic Management 
 
From:  Stephen W. Searcy 
  Professor and Head 
 
Subject: Color selection for the wrought iron entryway to Daniels Scoates Hall 
 
As part of a deferred maintenance project, the exterior of Daniels Scoates Hall is being 
renovated.  This includes the repainting of the wrought iron entryway that is original to the 
building, and a part of the architectural legacy of Samuel C. P. Vosper.  We request that the 
entryway be repainted with a portion of the ironwork using the original base color of 1933. 
 
As a part of the now completed deferred maintenance project on the interior and infrastructure of 
Scoates Hall, the Biological and Agricultural Engineering department initiated a simultaneous 
project to restore as many of the original Vosper designs as possible.  Our goal was to retain and 
regain as much of the Depression Era architectural detail on Scoates Hall as was technically and 
financially possible.  To date, this restoration has been focused on the large lecture hall, but 
fundraising continues as we attempt to restore the color mural in the lecture hall and recover the 
original appearance of the foyer.  As part of that effort, we engaged the services of Matthew J. 
Mosca, Historic Paint Finishes Specialist of Baltimore MD, to examine the finishes of the 
building.  His work included the ironwork entryway as well as the interior surfaces.  In the 
attachment entitled M Mosca Entryway Report.pdf, I have extracted from the full report the 
results of the entryway analysis.  The original appearance of the entryway was a blue-grey color 
(very similar in color to Mexican tile on the building) with red, light copper green and gold leaf 
detailing.  Clearly, this entryway was intended to catch the attention of any passers-by. 
 
Subsequent maintenance of the building has repainted the entryway with neutral colors that 
diminish the contrast of the entryway and the surrounding concrete and brick.  With the 
repainting planned as part of the exterior deferred maintenance project, a decision is necessary 
regarding what color(s) to use.  In discussing the choices, all involved agree that replicating the 



 

 

original color scheme is infeasible, both from current cost and future maintenance standpoints.  
As alternatives, we have been considering both the original base color and a neutral beige.  I 
have attached two documents that attempt to illustrate the color alternatives; Entryway – color 
alternatives.pdf and Scoates Entrance Blue Perspective.pdf.  In the file showing the color 
alternatives, we have captured the Benjamin Moore 2128-40 (name – Oxford gray) color and 
applied that to the ironwork using Photoshop.  In these images, you see the entrance painted a 
solid color, either beige (color - Parchment) or the Oxford gray, and an option that uses the 
neutral color on the majority of the ironwork, but adds the Oxford gray on selected portions.  The 
perspective image is an alternate view of the appearance if the entire entrance is in the Oxford 
gray.  Colors appear inconsistent due to the limitations of the original image and Photoshop. 
 
The Biological and Agricultural Engineering department requests that the entryway be painted 
with the Parchment color on the entire entryway and highlight selected flat section with the 
Oxford gray (as indicated in the first image of the color alternatives attachment).  We 
acknowledge that the two color alternative is not strictly consistent with the original appearance 
of the entrance, but also recognize that none of the alternative choices are consistent with the 
original either.  We feel the solid blue without the multi-colored details to break up the 
appearance will be unattractive, and a solid Parchment appearance will completely lose the 
original color scheme.  Adding the Oxford gray to the entrance will tie it into the colors of the 
tiles for a more consistent appearance, and will regain Samuel Vosper’s color palette that had 
been lost to time prior to Mathew Mosca’s work.   
 
Any members of the CBE who wish to examine the proposed colors can view the Oxford gray, 
Parchment and two other neutral color alternatives on the entryway.  These small sections were 
painted earlier in the summer to allow consideration of these colors. 
 
Due to conflict of travel, I will not be able to attend the meeting of the Design Review Sub 
Council when this request is considered, but Ron Lacey, Chair of our Infrastructure Committee, 
will represent the department. 
 
If additional information is needed to consider this request, please let us know. 
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The Wrought Iron Entrance Grille (Aedicule): Interior and Exterior surfaces  
 

 
 
Note: The magnificent iron 
front entrance grille was 
executed by Voss Metal Works 
in San Antonio, Texas. The 
firm was evidently responsible 
for the original decorative 
ironwork for the interior as 
well, such as the Lecture Room 
main chandelier. It is probable 
that they also did the chandelier 
in the Vestibule, which is also 
original to the building. The 
Front Entrance grille is an 
exceptional piece of period 
ironwork.  
 
The actual doors have been 
replaced. Unfortunately the 
entire grille was subject to total 
paint removal (possibly 
sandblasting) and only the most 
minute fragments of early finish 
survive on either the interior or 
the exterior surfaces of this 
major element. The interior 
surfaces retained even less 
original paint: thus most of the 
examination was conducted on 
exterior samples. Hours were 
spent on site in an attempt to 
find good surviving samples.                
 
The lower part of the grille has 
been more recently painted. At 
the time of the major paint 
removal, all of the ironwork 
(including the decorative lamp 
posts) was painted with a 
modern rust inhibitive coating.  
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Historic Photograph: The Wrought Iron Grille at the Voss Iron Works 
 

 
 
Note: the wrought iron grille is seen at the Voss Iron Works nearing the completion of production 
of the exterior face at the time of the construction of Scoates Hall.   
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Scoates Hall: Entrance: Front Wrought Iron Grille Detail  
 
 
 

 
 
Note: Because of the completeness 
of the paint removal, the locations 
noted on the photograph to the right 
were collected. All of these were 
recesses that might have escaped the 
paint removal.  
 

1. Screw and interior of flower 
form 

2. Behind rope twist form 
3. At edge of iron work, below 

caulking 
4. Underside of leaves 
5. Interstices of wheat sheaves 
6. Recesses of thistle flower 

 
 
The best sample was collected from  

1. Screw and interior of rose    
form 
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Entrance Wrought Iron Grille 
 

1. Location of Screw and interior of flower form 
 

 
 
Note: the best surviving sample was extracted from the slot of the screw that holds the flower form in 
place; additional samples were taken from the inside of the flower form.  
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Sample: Photomicrograph Entrance Wrought Iron Door, Flower form, from the slot of the screw and 
inside the flower form 
Unmounted sample, Olympus SZ-1145 microscope, (11x total microscopic magnification) with 
Nikon D7100 digital camera body Lexar Media 1GB flash card Dolan Jenner Fiber optics 
illuminator, daylight filtering (raw) 
 

 
 
Note: This minute fragment was the best indicator of the original finishes of the wrought iron gate that 
has been found to date. The sample is seen turned over, so that the earliest paint layers are seen closest. 
The dark gray coating (A) may be the coating applied at the foundry. The first paint finish is the 
moderate bluish gray (1): this may be the overall finish for the entire wrought iron grille. The next 
layer, a brownish red, may be the finish added to the flowers only. The green may be a later painting 
campaign, though a nearly exact green is used on the original wrought iron chandelier of the Vestibule 
(see below). The light beige color (4) is modern. Note that it has flowed under the remnants of the 
earlier paint, as indicated, making the reading of the sample even more complicated.  
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Sample: Photomicrograph Entrance Wrought Iron Door, Flower form, from the slot of the screw 
and inside the flower form  
Photomicrograph: Mounted sample, Olympus BMAX-50 polarized light microscope/ 10x 
objective, (100x microscopic magnification) with Nikon D7100 digital camera body Lexar Media 
1GB flash card Dolan Jenner Fiber optics illuminator, daylight filtering 
 

Note: The sample has been mounted in polymer resin, cut and polished to 8000 micron grit 
polishing cloth for additional examination. The wrought iron substrate is not present. The initial 
gray layer (A) is probably the gray primer/rust inhibitor coating applied at the Voss Iron Works. 
The bluish-gray finish (1) appears to be the principal paint finish that would have been applied to 
the entire surface of the grille when installation was completed. In this location (the flower form) 
may have been painted red for the projecting petals and the interior. This is probably the last paint 
layer applied as part of the first painting campaign. Layer 3, the light green, may be part of a 
second painting campaign (refer to comparison with Vestibule chandelier). Layer 4 is certainly 
from a later re-painting and is the first surviving use of a yellowish tan for the finish. Layer 5, a 
second light green is more recent, and may be the last finish prior to the sand-blasting that 
appears to have been used to remove the paint finishes.   
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Historic View: The installed Wrought Iron Grille ca. 1933 
 

 
 
Note: While this is a black and white photograph, it clearly shows that some details of the 
finished Wrought iron grille were painted different colors. Reds tend to register as dark and 
greens tend to register as light in ca. 1930 black and white photography. An example of this type 
of color use on wrought iron is seen on the Vestibule Chandelier within.  
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Original wrought iron: Vestibule Chandelier detail 
 

 
 
Note: This detail view of the original chandelier in the Vestibule may be a very good indication of how 
the Wrought Iron Grille was originally finished on both the interior and the exterior. Because the 
Wrought Iron Grille was finished in a manner that had to be weather-proof, there would have been 
some variations. Nonetheless, the basic ironwork (painted moderate gray on the grille) might have been 
detailed with the “copper green” and highlighted. The brownish red may have been used for the flower 
forms, and there may have been gold toned details, which would have been executed in gold leaf 
because of the exterior location.  
 
An historic photograph showing the original Wrought Iron Grille in ca. 1932 supports polychromy on  
the exterior and no doubt the interior. Using the finishes seen in the paint sample and the Chandelier, 
above, it is possible to extrapolate the data as indicated in the ca. 1933 historic photograph. Refer to the 
details below.  
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The Wrought Iron Grille: polychromy based on the ca. 1933 photograph.  
Upper section  
 
 

 
  
 
Note:  

1: Principal bluish gray color 
2: Light copper green color, from chandelier 

      3: Moderate red color (from paint sample) – thistle flower nearly disappears against dark 
window.  
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The Wrought Iron Grille: polychromy based on the ca. 1933 photograph.  
Note that the doors as they exist today are not replicas of the original design, seen below.  
 
 

 
 
 
Note:  

1: Principal bluish gray color 
2: Light copper green color, from chandelier 

      3: Moderate red color (from paint sample of flower form)  
      4: Gold leaf (birds, wheat sheaf disk, small flower)  
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Restoration of the Wrought Iron Grille:  
 
Based on the evidence to date, all of the surfaces of the grille should be painted a moderate gray:  
 
Historic finish:  
 
Moderate gray: Benjamin Moore 2128-40:   Gloss level: Semi-gloss 
Note: this color match was made to a very small sample of the original finish. If additional 
samples are found (during the restoration), it will be essential to review any new samples.  
 
 
Detail colors: Location of the colors would be based on the historic photograph of 1933 and the 
use of the colors and finishes as seen on the original chandelier in the Vestibule.  
 
Moderate red:  Benjamin Moore 1295 “Apache Red”)  
 
Copper green: to be matched to green of the Vestibule Chandelier  
 
Gold leaf: Exterior weight and grade to be applied to an exterior grade oil size following best 
practice.   
 
 
 
  









This image done in Photoshop 
represents the DRsc's 
recommendation with the 
exception of the door frame 
which should also be blue-
gray.



Request to include 
historical color on 

Scoates Hall Entryway

Biological and Agricultural 
Engineering Department



Deferred Maintenance Status

• Building infrastructure complete

• Exterior repairs nearly complete except for 
repairing/repainting entrance

• Decision is needed on color(s) to be used 
on entrance



Scoates Historical Restoration

• Architects of Scoates Hall – Fredrick 
Gieseke and Samuel Vosper

• Restoration focus areas
– Lecture hall

– Foyer

– Entryway

• Finish evaluation by Matthew Mosca



Current 
Appearance
• Two colors due to 

maintenance efforts

• Ironwork sandblasted 
in past maintenance 
to remove nearly all 
traces of original 
finishes

• Ironwork created by 
Theodore Voss and 
cast concrete by Geno 
Bernasconi
implementing Vosper 
design



Color History of 
Entryway

A – gray primer coat

1 – bluish gray principal 
finish

2 – red finish on flower 
petals and interior

3 – light green

4 – yellowish tan (first 
use of this color in later 
repainting)

5 & 6 – later finishes



Vosper’s Original Color Palette

• Principal color – Benjamin Moore 2128-40 
(Oxford gray)

• Detail areas
– Moderate red – Benjamin Moore 1295 

(Apache Red)

– Copper green (to match vestibule chandelier)

– Gold leaf



Current Options

• Reproduce original appearance –
infeasible due to current and future costs

• Finish entire entryway in Oxford gray

• Finish entire entryway in tan (Parchment)

• Finish majority of entryway in Parchment 
and include Oxford gray on flat sections 
for accent and to retain historical color











Request approval of 
Oxford gray accents

• Additional cost for 
adding accent paint -
$3,493.88 (per Jeff 
Heye, SSC)

• Funds are available 
in DM contingency

• Justification –
Recovering original 
Vosper color palette 
is a priority over lack 
of historical 
consistency
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